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Prepare your students to pass OET
Reach OET B Medicine enables schools and teachers to 
provide high quality, structured OET preparation courses 
to students who want to achieve a grade B in the OET 
Medicine test.
Reach OET B Medicine goes through the test paper by 
paper, question by question. It teaches the language, the 
techniques and the strategies students need to maximise 
their score. It includes expert insights, multiple practice 
activities, explanatory videos and model answers.
Teaching platform
The integrated teaching platform allows teachers to 
divide students into groups, get 'at-a-glance' views of 
their progress, pull detailed reports, assign and check 
homework. 
The platform is institution-specific with logo, colours, 
student management and admin rights. 

Course Content

an introduction to the OET
• About the test
• A personal experience of taking the OET
• Booking the test

• Medical and academic English
• What level do you need?

“The course is highly important for 
effective preparation as it includes not 

only theoretical but also practical options. 
With this course it is much easier to 

understand the structure of the test and 
improve your language skills, which is 

important for passing the OET and further 
exams.”

Dr Hanna Romanenko, OET Medicine candidate

“This course provided me with all 
information that I had been struggling 

with before i took this course... it is really 
a rewarding and inspiring course with 

wide range of valuable information 
relevant to the OET exam.”

Dr Amar Elmubarak, OET Medicine candidate

The Listening paper
• An overview
• Section A listening to consultations
• Section B listening to workplace conversations
• Section C listening to talks
• Analysing language and structure

• Comparing medical and everyday language
• Understanding numbers and statistics
• Understanding abbreviations and acronyms
• Taking notes
• Practising different activity types
• Test practice
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about specialist Language courses (sLc)

Based at the University of Sussex, SLC is the UK’s leading provider of English language 
training to the global healthcare sector. SLC provides:

The reading paper
• An overview
• Section A rapid text analysis
• Section B understanding workplace texts
• Section C understanding longer articles
• Working with academic medical texts

• Analysing different types of text
• Understanding graphs and tables
• Completing a summary
• Answering multiple choice questions
• Test practice

• OET assessment and test preparation
programmes for international doctors and
other healthcare professionals. SLC was the
first accredited OET Premium Preparation
Provider in Europe.

• IELTS assessment and preparation programmes
for international doctors and nurses.

• Online Clinical English courses 
for medicine, nursing, 
pharmacy, radiography and 
care.

• Online English courses for 
Medical Terminology and 
Medical Academic Purposes.

We work with thousands of learners every year and specialise in working with 
healthcare professionals. Clients include universities, schools and healthcare employers 
around the world. 

This course was written by Virginia Allum, SLC’s Head of Medical English, an OET expert, 
test writer, course book writer and internationally renowned medical English writer, lecturer 
and trainer.

i +44 1273 900 213 medical@specialistlanguagecourses.com

The Writing paper
• An overview
• Planning letters
• Analysing case notes
• Writing referral letters
• Using the correct format and structure
• Using appropriate language
• Describing complaints and symptoms

• Describing about past medical history
• Describing diseases and conditions
• Describing tests, treatments, medications

and surgery
• Making requests
• Saying what different healthcare professionals do
• Test practice

The speaking paper
• An overview
• Analysing different role plays
• The structure and format of the test
• Managing the warm-up conversation
• Starting the role play
• Using appropriate questions
• Describing symptoms and pain

• Describing tests, treatment, medications and
side-effects

• Explaining wound care and dressings
• Giving advice and explanations
• Communicating empathetically and effectively
• Using everyday language
• Test practice




